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Sem
antically speaking, design thinking is easily m

is-used; resulting in potentially exclusive decisions, and 
unintentional steps backw

ard. Contem
poraneously, design philosophy has evolved; largely due to need 

of flexibility and clear m
ethodology. A m

odern interpretation of the evolved discipline suggests gradual 
cross-over of research and design (Author et al, 2014). This paradigm

 shift incorporates philosophical 
thinking and qualitative research standards of replicable m

ethods, inform
ed ethical conduct and robust 

evidence to inform
 the ‘art’. W

e propose that such a thinking design construct is advantageous; not 
being instinctively nor egocentrically biased.

The traditional design-process can result in com
plex coded opportunities. Additionally, the balance of 

pow
er to decode opportunity appears to have changed w

ith a dem
ocratisation of design (IKEA, 2016). 

An increasing com
patibility betw

een designer, user and researcher is resulting in, and from
, participatory 

m
ethods that gather deep insight. Participatory Action Research (PAR) m

ethods conceptualised since the 
1940’s (Lew

in et al, 1946 onw
ards) led to operational m

ethods as a catalyst for change. Rapid evolution 
of m

ethods, and application in 1960’s social change has led to Co- creation, encouraging w
ider 

participation w
ith fuzzy-end problem

s (Sanders and Stappers, 2008) to seek m
utually successful 

solutions. But participation is not the sam
e as autonom

y. Co-creation often requires facilitation, w
ith 

interaction during a typically short tim
e-fram

e. Consequently, unless responsibility to proceed w
ith 

outcom
es is established at the outset, propositions can rem

ain conceptual (w
ith lack of progression and 

disillusion for those involved).

W
hen w

orking collaboratively, PAR m
ethods present em

pow
erm

ent issues related to the hierarchical 
balance betw

een ‘researching-experts’ and ‘using-experts’; the latter’s needs m
otivated by aspiration 

and em
otion, rather than professional rigour of the form

er. Externally em
pathising w

ith user-need 
presents difficulty, yet designers are frequently challenged to solve issues of user groups about w

hom
 

they have no real insight. As a threshold concept (Author, et al 2018) em
pathy is an intangible notion, 

distilled in experience and em
otion. Consequently, em

pathy w
ithout experiencing context is problem

atic 
and m

ay result in neglect during the process, tokenistic consultation or exclusion of vulnerable user 
groups.
Thinking, design is focused by a lens of prospective and retrospective user-led enlightenm

ent. This poster 
w

ill illustrate an interplay of disciplines in Thinking Design from
 recent research involving Co- Creation and 

Design Em
pathy. The poster aim

s to show
 that inclusive, dem

ocratic design does not inhibit the artistry 
for w

hich design is so fam
ed but rather that em

bedded collaboration to address experiential problem
s is 

advantageous, and desirable.
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Sem
antically speaking, design thinking is easily m

is-used; resulting in potentially exclusive decisions, 
and unintentional steps backward. Contem

poraneously, design philosophy has evolved; largely due to 
the need for  flexibility in delivery of solutions for a rapidly m

oving m
arket and clear m

ethodology. A 
m

odern interpretation of the evolved discipline suggests a  gradual cross-over of research and design 
(Holliday et al, 2014). This paradigm

 shift incorporates philosophical thinking and qualitative research 
standards of replicable m

ethods, sam
pling, inform

ed ethical conduct and robust evidence to inform
 the 

‘art’. W
e propose that such a design construct is advantageous; not being instinctively nor 

egocentrically biased.

The traditional design-process can result in com
plex coded opportunities. Additionally, the balance of 

power to decode opportunity appears to have changed with a dem
ocratisation of design (IKEA, 2016).  

Dem
ocratic design whilst once associated with the analysis of Scandinavian workplaces, has 

transcended to the m
aker-m

arketplace; evident in the crowdsourcing of new products. Selection of 
designs and solutions is according to sm

all scale investm
ent preferences i.e. the m

aker produces the 
options that are m

ost liked and consequently invested in, prior to reaching production variables and 
logistical expenses. It is showing that user interaction with designed prototypes can result in successful, 
m

arket ready propositions.

At the developm
ent end of a proposition, an increasing com

patibility between designer, user and 
researcher is resulting in, and from

, participatory m
ethods that gather deep insights. Participatory Action 

Research (PAR) m
ethods conceptualised since the 1940’s (Lewin et al, 1946 onwards) led to operational 

m
ethods as a catalyst for change. Rapid evolution of m

ethods, and application in 1960’s social change 
has led to Co-creation, encouraging wider participation with fuzzy-end problem

s (Sanders and 
Stappers, 2008) to seek m

utually successful solutions. But participation is not the sam
e as autonom

y. 
Co-creation often requires facilitation, with interaction during a typically short tim

e-fram
e. Consequently, 

unless responsibility to proceed with outcom
es is established at the outset, propositions can rem

ain 
conceptual (with lack of progression and disillusion for those involved). 

Co-creation can be a valuable tool with which to establish narrative, which can otherwise be difficult to 
express and is often poorly represented by static personas. A narrative can be expressed in a m

ultitude 
of ways but a com

m
on favourite involves constructing experiential prototypes, (i.e. a room

 layout, poster 
or cardboard cut-out sm

artphones to illustrate interaction). The act of m
aking som

ething tangible 
introduces a sense of play, supported by the additional sense of relatedness of topic (M

arhsall et al, 
2014) being addressed with personal experience exem

plars enable an individual to re-tell narrative and 
m

ake it easier to understand the context which underpins the experience. 

Stim
ulating such m

eaningful dialogue results from
 interaction with the widest com

m
unity of experts in 

life, where sensitivity needs to be applied to natural hierarchy in order to establish balance. W
hen 

working collaboratively, PAR m
ethods present em

powerm
ent issues related to the hierarchical balance 

between ‘researching-experts’ and ‘using-experts’; the latter’s needs m
otivated by aspiration and 

em
otion, rather than professional rigour of the form

er. Externally em
pathising with user-need presents 

difficulty, yet designers are frequently challenged to solve issues of user groups about whom
 they have 

no real insight. As a threshold capability (W
oodcock, et al 2018) em

pathy is an intangible notion, distilled 
in experience and em

otion. Consequently, em
pathy without experiencing context is problem

atic and 
m

ay result in neglect during the process, tokenistic consultation or exclusion of vulnerable user groups.
Thinking, design is focused by a lens of prospective and retrospective user-led enlightenm

ent. This 
poster will designed to illustrate an interplay of disciplines in Thinking Design from

 recent research in-
volving Co-Creation and Design Em

pathy. The poster aim
s to show that inclusive, dem

ocratic design 
does not inhibit the artistry for which design is so fam

ed but rather that em
bedded collaboration to ad-

dress experiential problem
s is advantageous, and desirable.

Thinking, design; can be represented by the em
ergence of a convergent em

pathic space, where core 
collaborators m

eet as equals to enrich the designed experience for all.
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Health

M
en with learning disability

taking control of their own health

These cards are for men with learning disability 

Looking after your own health is important to leading a long and happy life

Men with learning disability are likely to have more health needs than other men

which can shorten their life

These cards offer information and tips so men with learning disability can take

control of their health and lead healthy lives.

Health

Exercise

Trying to move around and being active can make a big difference to your health

Young or old, try and do a bit of exercise on a regular basis (30 mins x 2  weekly) 

Healthy relationships

Feeling close to other people can be difficult for people with learning disability. Having good

relationships with your mum/dad, carer, friends or neighbours are important to your health

Sexual health

Being attracted to others is normal but thinking about sex can make you nervous and excited

Find out how to protect yourself and others from different sexual diseases 

Keeping your penis healthy and clean can improve your sexual health

Alcohol 

Too much drinking can damage nearly every part of your body

All types of alcohol can make you put on weight 

Learning to drink the right amounts can be part of your healthy lifestyle.

Lifestyle
Things you can do every day to help you feel fit

Diet and Your health

DietA healthy diet can help reduce your chances of becoming ill and stop you gaining weight

Eating better can help reduce your risk of getting diabetes, high blood pressure, strokes and some cancers

Heart

Men are much more likely to die early from Heart Disease than women

Looking after your heart is the most important thing you can do to help with heart problems

Weight

Men with learning disability are more likely to be overweight than other men

Being overweight can have a big impact on your overall health

Being overweight can increase the chance of getting male health problems such as prostate cancer

and it can affect your mental health.

 

Prostate

Only men have a prostate gland. It’s about the size and shape of a walnut

Men can get an enlarged prostate, an infected prostate or prostate cancer

 Prostate cancer mainly affects men over 50, and your risk increases with age 

Prostate cancer often grows slowly to start with and may never cause any problems

Some men have prostate cancer that is more likely to grow. This needs treatment to stop it spreading

Testicular Cancer

Cancer in the testes (your balls) is quite rare. Men don’t get it as often as other cancers

It is more likely to happen before the age of 35

Erectile Dysfunction (ED)

This is a problem with getting your penis hard or staying hard

Erectile dysfunction is a very common condition, particularly in older men 

Half of all men between the ages of 40 and 70 will have it to some degree.

Health conditions (m
en only)

M
ental Wellbeing 

Feeling happy and confident to take part in different things are all a part of mental wellbeing 

Feeling happy with yourself is also important

We know this can be difficult for people with learning disability for different reasons

Men with learning disability are more likely to experience anxiety, depression and stress than other men

Positive self-im
age

W
hen we think about ourselves, the feelings and images that come up are important

This can be quite difficult for men with learning disability

Developing a positive self-image is important for all people and can improve our overall wellbeing

Prom
oting our self esteem

Looking after ourselves, dressing smartly and being aware of our own personal hygiene are important

You have the right to feel good about yourself and who you are.

Feeling and Being Positive
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Spend quality time with others

Learn to relax and try breathing exercises 

Do some exercise, go for a walk and enjoy the fresh air

Avoid talking negatively about things or other people

Learn a new activity

Focus on your positives and what you can do

Do something you are good at

Treat yourself to something - however small

Learn to say no to things

Remember a nice place you have visited and think about this for a few moments.

Health

Top Tips

The following are signs that you may have a prostate problem:

A weak flow of wee when you pee

A flow that stops and starts

Having to wait a while before you start

Having to pee more often than usual

A sudden urge to pee and peeing more often at night

Check your balls regularly for any unusual lumps or swelling

Check if one ball is larger than the other

Your balls may feel heavier than usual

Ball cancer is not usually painful but some men feel a sharp pain first

ED can be linked with diabetes and high blood pressure

This can be affected by tablets you take, alcohol, stress levels and other physical health difficulties.

Health

Top Tips
Check with

your doctor if

you see any

of these signs

Health

M
ove

If you can try walking; walk up and down the stairs at home or in the local park

Dance in front of the TV, or just put your favourite music on and dance in your own room

Get your friends and family involved - this may be more fun and help you stay with it!

Relax

Getting a regular amount of sleep (6-8 hours) is important for your health

Find ways to relax before bedtime that suits you, a warm bath or listening to the radio

Share

Try and do activities that you enjoy and do them with people you like

Planning and spending time with friends and close ones can stop you getting coughs and colds.

Top Tips

Top Tips

Health

Health facts about us 

1 man in 5 will die before the age of 65

2 out of 5 will die before 75

Looking after your teeth

Going to the Dentist 

A regular visit to the Dentist will help prevent dental problems in the future

Tell the Dentist if you are nervous, they will help you

Ask the Dentist to explain what they are doing

Brushing

Brushing your teeth twice a day is good for a clean mouth 

Using mouthwash can give you fresh breath.

Top Tips

Health

Use a new toothbrush every 2 months

If you would like to, use an electric toothbrush

Brush your teeth in the morning and before bedtime

Lots of fizzy drinks and even fruit juice can be bad for your teeth

Some toothpaste makes a fun pattern on your brush

Once finished, spit out the toothpaste but you don’t need to rinse your mouth.

Health

Enjoy a balanced diet with plenty of fruit and vegetables, bread, rice, pasta, milk, fish and beans

Aim for 5 pieces of fruit and or vegetables every day 

Try to choose food that is low in sugar, salt and fat

Always have a good breakfast and eat regular meals

Sit down to eat and if you can, chew your food slowly

Smoking and drinking alcohol are bad for your heart

Alcohol is very fattening - have a few days break without drinking

Drink a glass of water with your meal - it will fill you up more!

Become plate smart -   
½ with salad and vegetables 

 
 

 
 

¼ with meat, fish or beans

 
 

 
 

¼ rice, pasta or potato.

 

Top Tips
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Figure 1. The iterative process for definition of language and design for m
ens health postcards. C

o-created by m
en, for m

en. Developm
ent team

 led equally by m
en w

ith Intellectual Disability, Designers and Researchers.


